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Abstract: The most common problems encountered in sand casting foundries are related to sand 
inclusions, air, and oxide films entrainment. These issues can be addressed to a good extent or 
eliminated by designing proper running systems. The design of a good running system should be 
based on John Campbell’s “10 casting rules”; it should hinder laminar and turbulent entrainment of 
the surface film on the liquid, as well as bubble entrainment. These rules have led to the 
establishment of a group of components such as high and low placed filters (HPF/LPF) and standard 
gate designs such as the trident gate (TG) and vortex gate (VG) which are incorporated in well-
performing running system designs. In this study, the potential of the aforementioned running 
system designs to eliminate air entrainment and surface defects has been investigated via means of 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. The obtained results suggest that the use of filters 
significantly enhances the quality of the final cast product; moreover, all of the gating system 
designs appear to perform better than the basic running system (BRS). Finally, the five in total 
running and gating system designs have been evaluated with respect to their ability to produce 
good quality cast products (reduced air entrainment and surface defects) and their sustainability 
component (runner scrap mass).  
Keywords: Campbell running systems; CFD; sustainability 
 
1. Introduction 
Casting is one of the oldest and most widely used manufacturing processes. The process consists 
of two main stages, namely (a) pouring the liquid metal into a mold with the desired shape and (b) 
solidification. Although this description seems simple, none of the aforementioned sub-processes is 
trivial and defective cast products can be produced if the casting method is poorly designed. The 
majority of the defects arise during the filling process due to poorly designed filling systems with 
surface turbulence and metal front retreating being the most significant entrainment mechanisms [1]. 
The most common and important types of entrainment defects are oxide bifilms and bubbles. 
Oxide bifilms are formed when the melt surface folds or two or more surfaces impinge. The double 
nature and morphology of oxide bifilms has been experimentally observed by Mirak et al. by means 
of SEM imaging [2]. Oxide bifilms might be submerged or float depending on their relative density. 
If submerged, bifilms may act as nucleation sites for cracks, shrinkage cavities, or gas bubbles and 
consequently deteriorate the quality of the final cast product. Bubbles can be formed within the 
interstices of the oxide bifilms due to gas entrapment. Moreover, hydrogen gas bubbles can be 
generated upon solidification as the hydrogen dissolved in the melt precipitates out of the solution 
due to the lower solubility of hydrogen in the solid phase [3]. Bubbles can be categorised as small 
and large ones depending on their diameter, with a critical value equal to 5 mm [1]. Small bubbles 
are considered to be the trigger for microporosity formation. Samuel et al. [4] suggested that the 
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spatial distribution of hydrogen bubbles in the solidified Aluminium is interconnected with the 
presence of oxides. More specifically, the authors showed that in the absence of oxide films hydrogen 
bubbles float on the top surface of the melt while they get trapped and embedded in the solidified 
material when oxide films are present in the melt. However, the landscape is different when bubbles 
surrounded by oxide films are large and buoyant enough to drive themselves to the top surface [5]. 
In this case, they power their way through partially solidified regions of the material, destroying the 
dendrite structure, and creating long bifilms, known as “bubble trails”. 
The aforementioned defects are most of the time a consequence of a poorly designed running 
system which induces severe turbulence during filling. In order to address these issues, Campbell [6] 
thoroughly discussed and advocated some designs and setups for the main components of gravity 
running systems (pouring basin, sprue, gates, and filters) aiming at the minimisation of entrainment 
defects in the casting. Starting from the pouring basin, the author emphasised the importance of using 
an offset step basin instead of a conical one for the following reasons: (a) Bubbles are detained at the 
step and (b) it allows for proper filling of the sprue. The sprue should be always tapered with a 
reduction in its cross-sectional area across the vertical downward direction. Moreover, it should have 
a thin cross section in order to fill quickly and prevent air entrainment and folding. With respect to 
the gating system, vertical bottom gates may lead to desirable results; it is of utmost importance that 
the gate velocity should never exceed 1.2 m/s. Two gating system designs have been distinguished 
by Campbell: (a) The vortex gate (VG) and (b) the trident gate (TG). The vortex gate, initially 
proposed by Campbell and Puhakka, is capable of redirecting the flow and simultaneously reducing 
the velocity of the molten metal entering the mold [7]. The vortex gate is frequently combined with a 
filter placed on top of the vortex cylinder acting as a means of reducing the spin velocity and 
prohibiting bubbles from entering the mold. The trident gate consists of two filters (one horizontal 
and one vertical) along with a bubble trap and has been proven to be the most effective gating system 
ever designed. Finally, one of the most important constituents of a well-designed running system are 
the filters which have two main functions, namely: The reduction of the metal velocity and the 
diversion of the flow of bubbles. However, the positioning and design of filters along the running 
system should be thoughtfully considered as molten metal jets might occur and additional oxides 
might be formed. 
A few decades ago the prevention of casting defects relied solely on experiments, water models, 
and the experience of foundry engineers. However, the rapid evolution of computing power, as well 
as the development of new modelling techniques has made the numerical modelling of casting 
processes feasible via computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. Numerical simulation of 
casting processes is not a trivial process as it involves a wide range of diverse phenomena such as 
turbulent flow, various time scales, heat transfer, and phase change. Early research works focused on 
the modelling of the filling and solidification processes [8], macrosegregation [9], solidification 
shrinkage [10], and shrinkage-induced microporosity [11]. Contemporary CFD models are capable of 
predicting oxide film formation [12] and air entrainment [13]. A concrete review of the numerical 
models implemented for modelling entrainment defects is given in [14]. Nowadays, CFD models are 
being used in conjunction with design of experiments (DoE) methods [15,16] and optimisation 
schemes [17,18] in order to eliminate defective locations in castings by altering process parameters 
such as the pouring temperature or geometrical parameters of the running, feeding, and gating 
systems.  
In this investigation CFD simulations have been performed to numerically validate and further 
investigate the potential of the Campbell gravity running and gating systems presented in [6,19] to 
minimise air entrainment and surface defect concentration in castings. The obtained numerical results 
are in agreement with the observations made by Campbell; the proposed running and gating system 
designs appear to significantly reduce the entrainment defects in the final cast product. Moreover, in 
accordance to Campbell’s observations, the trident gate appears to be the best performer with respect 
to the quality of the final cast product. Finally, this investigation is also focused on the evaluation of 
the Campbell running system designs with respect to the quality of the casting and the added 
sustainability component. 




As mentioned in the previous section, five alternative designs were taken from Campbell’s 
previous work [6] as illustrated in Figure 1. For all running systems examined the mold is a cube with 
dimensions 10 × 10 × 10 cm3. This simplistic geometry has been selected as the complexity of the mold 
geometry that will not significantly affect the concentration of entrainment defects in the final casting. 
Moreover, the focus of this work is placed on the defects arising due to the runner and gating systems 
designs, not on the defects generated after liquid metal enters the mold due to the mold geometry. 
With the exception of the basic running system (BRS) design which does not contain any filters, the 
rest of them contain at least one. In the running system designs (LPF and HPF) filters are placed 
across the length of the runner while in the gating system designs (VG and TG) filters are integrated 
to the gate.  
   
(a) (b) (c) 
  
(d) (e) 
Figure 1. Gravity running system designs: (a) Basic running system (BRS), (b) high placed filter (HPF), 
(c) low placed filter (LPF), (d) trident gate (TG), and (e) vortex gate (VG). 
The principal dimensions of the runner and the vertical gate are demonstrated in Figure 2 and 
have been calculated in order to satisfy the following conditions: 
 The filling time should be about equal to 5 s. 
 The velocity at the runner should be below 2 m/s. 
 The meniscus velocity at the vertical ingate should be less than to 0.8 m/s as suggested by 
Campbell [6]. 
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Figure 2. Principal dimensions of the basic running system (BRS) design. The runner and gate widths 
were 53 and 14 mm, respectively. (unit: mm). 
2.2. Simulation Setup 
The simulation setup is illustrated in Figure 3. In order to eliminate stochasticity emerging from 
the metal fall in the sprue and reduce the computational cost, a mass source pouring liquid 
aluminium alloy LM25 at 700 °C with a constant velocity equal to 1 m/s (vsource = 1 m/s) was placed on 
the lower half of the runner cross section. The mass source did not cover the whole section of the 
runner in order to realistically simulate gravity pouring and allow for backflow and metal folding 
across the runner during filling. The mold material was considered to be sand silica. Only half of the 
simulation domain was simulated by exploiting symmetry boundary conditions in order to reduce 
the computational cost [17]. The only exception was the VG design which is asymmetric, so in this 
case the whole domain was simulated. The simulation was terminated automatically when the mold 
was completely filled (fill fraction was equal to 1). 
 
Figure 3. Simulation setup. 
A hexahedral mesh with a cell size equal to 1.5 mm was utilised for solving the mass, 
momentum, and energy conservation equations. The cell size was selected so as to ensure that at least 
three cells expand across the thinnest cross section of the casting located at the runner (see Figure 2). 
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The total number of cells ranged between 150,000 and 300,000 cells depending on the running system 
design under examination. The constructed mesh was conformed to the open volume with an overlap 
length equal to 10 mm in order to minimise the computational cost. Symmetry boundary conditions 
were applied to all of the directions. In the present CFD model which accounted for surface tension, 
the renormalized group model (RNG) was employed for modelling turbulence [20]. The commercial 
CFD software FLOW-3D®  (Version 12.0, Flow Science, Santa Fe, NM, USA) was utilised to complete 
this study [21]. The simulation parameters and material properties used are summarised in Tables 1 
and 2, respectively.  
Table 1. Simulation parameters. 
Pouring temperature (°C) 700 
Mold/filters temperature (°C) 25 
Air temperature (°C) 25 
Cell size (mm) 1.5 
Metal/mould heat transfer coefficient (W/(m2∙K)) 1000 
Metal/air heat transfer coefficient (W/(m2∙K)) 30 
Mass source velocity (m/s) 1 
Table 2. Material properties. 
Density (kg/m3) 2417 
Viscosity (kg/(m∙s)) 0.00138 
Specific Heat (J/(kg∙K)) 1186 
Thermal Conductivity (W/(m∙K)) 70.153 
Surface Tension Coefficient (kg/s2) 0.8 
Liquidus Temperature (°C) 611 
Solidus Temperature (°C) 550 
Latent Heat of Fusion (J/kg) 3.58 × 105 
Air entrainment and surface defect concentration were calculated according to the software-
integrated models ([13] and [22], respectively). More specifically, the basic idea behind the air 
entrainment model is that turbulent eddies at the free surface raise fluid elements above the free 
surface; this phenomenon might lead to air entrainment in the body of the fluid. Air entrainment is 
quantified using a dimensionless scalar (Entrained air volume fraction) whose value is indicative of 
the fractional volume of air entrained into a fluid element. The employed defect tracking is a 
cumulative scalar technique, assuming that oxide defects accumulate at the fluid’s free surface at a 
constant rate; this oxide accumulation is described by a scalar parameter (defect mass). This scalar is 
diffused and advected with the bulk fluid motion. The final distribution of this scalar across the 
simulation domain is indicative of the defective locations. 
3. Results 
3.1. Running System Design 
In this section, the effects of the running system design on the quality of the cast product will be 
discussed. More specifically, the effect of the presence and positioning of filters on the final casting 
quality will be investigated. Three running systems were simulated and evaluated, namely: (a) BRS, 
(b) HPF, and (c) LPF. It has to be mentioned that the gating system dimensions are identical for all 
the aforementioned designs. The filling velocity profiles for the BRS system are illustrated in Figure 
4. It can be observed that the velocity magnitude at the ingate is maintained below 0.8 m/s as 
suggested by Campbell [6]. The pattern of the velocity profiles across the runner is due to the 
positioning of the mass source as elaborated in the previous section. It can be observed that the 
velocity magnitude in the lower part of the runner cross section at the vicinity of mass source is higher 
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Figure 4. Basic running system (BRS) velocity profiles at (a) 1.5, (b) 2.5, (c) 3.5, and (d) 4.5 s. 
The presence of filters does not result to significantly more uniform filling of the mold. Their 
importance however lies on the more uniform priming of the runner, as illustrated in Figure 5b. This 
is in agreement with Campbell’s observations [6] who suggested that one of the main functions of 
filters should be reducing the velocity of the metal stream. The absence of filters results in backflow 
as illustrated in Figure 5a. Increased air entrainment due to surface turbulence is an immediate 
consequence of the non-uniform filling of the runner as illustrated in Figure 6. Similar results have 




Figure 5. Velocity profiles at t = 0.4 s for the (a) basic running system (BRS) and (b) low placed filter 
(LPF) designs. 





Figure 6. Entrained air volume fraction profiles at t = 2 s for the (a) basic running system (BRS) and 
(b) low placed filter (LPF) designs. 
Figures 5 and 6 provide a visual inspection of the flow field and air entrainment for the BRS and 
LPF designs. However, in order to have a concrete evaluation of the total entrained air and surface 
defect concentration, their values were estimated at the end of the filling process for the cells lying in 
the mold region; more specifically, the average value was estimated for the three cases under 
examination (BRS, LPH, and HPF). As illustrated in Figure 7a,b the use of filters is beneficial as it 
results in less entrained air and surface defects in the final cast product. The LPF design appears to 
be a slightly better performer compared to the HPF. This is in agreement with Campbell’s 
observations, reporting that high placed filters carry the danger of jetting metal from their exit face. 
On the other hand, in low placed filter installations jetting is suppressed and better quality metal is 
delivered to the casting [6]. Finally, the additional scrap mass added due to the installation of filters 
on the runner is negligible; filters do not deteriorate the sustainability of the process. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. (a) Average entrained air volume fraction and (b) average surface defect concentration for 
the basic running system (BRS), high placed filter (HPF) and low placed filter (LPF) designs. 
3.2. Gating System Design 
As mentioned in the Introduction Section the performance of three gating systems, namely 
vertical gate (BRS), trident gate (TG), and vortex gate (VG) is going to be discussed in this section. As 
illustrated in Figure 8, both of the TG and VG designs deliver more tranquil filling of the mold 
compared to the BRS design (Figure 4), with the VG design appearing to be the best performer. At 
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this point it should be clarified that the ingate cross section area dimensions are identical for all the 
cases under examination. It is clear in both cases that filters slow down the melt. As reported by 
Campbell [6], in the VG case “the filter acts to reduce the spin speed immediately before the metal 




Figure 8. Velocity profiles for the (a) trident gate (TG) and (b) vortex gate (VG) systems. 
Although filling is more tranquil in the TV and VG cases, air entrainment is still present in the 
casting as demonstrated in Figure 9. By observing Figure 9a, it is evident that in the TG case, when 
the melt enters the gate, air is entrained due to the change of the flow direction as in the BRS case 
(Figure 6). A portion of the entrained air is trapped in the bubble trap; however, some part of it 
escapes and enters the mold. Moreover, entrained air can be generated at the corner of the ingate 
entrance area (change of flow direction). Figure 9b is a visual representation of what has been 
previously reported by Campbell in [6]: “In the case of the Vortex Gate bubbles arriving at the gate 
are centrifuged into the center of the rising metal, and are trapped under the center of the filter, from 
where they cannot escape. However, as more bubbles arrive, growing the central bubble under the 
filter, its buoyancy and drag forces combine, eventually forcing the bubble through. Several large 




Figure 9. Entrained air volume fraction profiles the (a) trident gate (TG) and (b) vortex gate (VG) 
designs. 
Similarly to the previous section, a quantitative estimation of the average entrained air volume 
fraction and surface defect concentration located at the area of the mold has been given in Figure 10. 
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With regard to both air entrainment and surface defect concentration the trident gate is the best 
performer. This is in accordance to Campbell’s allegations [6] who argued that the trident gate has 
been proven to be the best gating system so far for controlling metal velocity and quality. On the 




Figure 10. (a) Average entrained air volume fraction and (b) average surface defect concentration for 
the basic running system (BRS), trident gate (TG) and vortex gate (VG) designs. 
The reason behind the poor performance of the vortex gate in this particular occasion is related 
to the fact that entrained air makes its way through the filter into the mold. According to Campbell, 
the vortex gate works better when dealing with high velocity metal [6]. In order to test this allegation, 
the simulations were repeated with an increased mass source velocity equal to 1.5 m/s. The results 
are illustrated in Figure 11. Compared to the bar charts of Figure 10, it is evident that the average 
entrained air volume fraction is higher; this is due to the increased turbulence resulting from the 
higher mass source velocity. On the other hand, the average surface defect concentration is lower as 
expected, because of the lower filling time. However, when comparing the performance of the gating 
designs between them, the landscape is different this time. Although the trident gate remains the 
ultimate solution among the three alternatives, the vortex gate appears to be a better performer than 
the basic running system. This result supports the allegation of Campbell stating that the vortex gate 
performs better when the metal velocity is high. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 11. (a) Average entrained air volume fraction and (b) average surface defect concentration for 
the basic running system (BRS), trident gate (TG) and vortex gate (VG) designs with a mass source 
velocity of 1.5 m/s. 
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As discussed in the previous paragraphs, the TG and VG designs can deliver better quality 
castings compared to the BRS design under specific conditions. However, there is an additional 
penalty associated with enhanced quality; the yield decreases as the total mass of the metal increases 
(see Figure 12). Moreover, additional energy is required for recycling the scrap mass. The total casting 
mass in the TG and VG cases is almost double the mass of the BRS design. It is obvious that this 
fraction would be much lower if the cast product was larger but it would still make a difference. It is 
therefore evident that there is still room for optimisation of the TG and VG gating system designs 
with respect to the sustainability component of the process. 
 
Figure 12. Total casting mass. 
4. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this study, CFD simulations have been performed to investigate and validate the potential of 
running and gating systems proposed by Campbell [6] to deliver enhanced quality castings. The 
obtained results are in agreement with the experimental observations of Campbell. The main 
conclusions drawn are summarised below: 
 As pointed out by Campbell it is of utmost importance to regulate the velocity of the metal in the 
runner. The use of filters is crucial for achieving this goal as they contribute to the faster priming 
of the runner. This in turn leads to reduced air entrainment and surface defects concentration in 
the final cast product. Low placed filters lead to better results as they are more efficient in 
protecting the back of the filter with liquid metal. 
 With regard to the gating system designs, both the vortex and trident gates contribute to more 
tranquil filling of the mold compared to the vertical gates (BRS). 
 The trident gate delivers the best results with respect to the minimisation of defects in the final 
casting. Air entrainment is significantly reduced but not eliminated. 
 The vortex gate yields inferior results compared to the vertical gate when the filling velocity is 
low. However, this tendency is inversed for higher filling speeds. This is agreement with 
Campbell’s observation that vortex gates work better for high velocity metal.  
 Although the trident and vortex gates might deliver superior quality castings compared to the 
vertical gate there is a cost for this: Increased scrap mass and lower yield. 
Despite the fact that the potential of the trident and vortex gates to deliver superior quality 
castings has been verified via means of numerical simulations, it is evident that there is still room for 
the optimisation of the aforementioned gate designs with respect to their yield performance and 
energy efficiency. Future research should be directed towards the geometrical optimisation of these 
two designs in order to further enhance their performance with respect to both casting quality and 
energy efficiency. 
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